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Adaptive distributed optoelectronic
information-measuring systems

Yu N Kul'chin

1. Introduction
The process of intensive development and promotion of
optical fiber telecommunication systems has led to the
emergence of one of the most rapidly developing fields of
optoelectronics Ð fiber optical sensors (FOSs) of physical
quantities [1]. The organic combination of a communication
system and the system of monitoring of physical quantities in
a common path of the optical fiber (OF) opens up consider-
able opportunities for the development of lengthy and
ramified information-measuring systems (IMSs) whose func-
tional destination and configuration can be continuously
improved without recourse to additional communication
lines. In this case, an important advantage of the FOSs is
that they introduce into the IMSs such properties as high
sensitivity, low dimensions, immunity to electromagnetic

interference and environmental attack, the possibility of
multiplexing individual sensors into complex measuring
systems, and potentially low cost [2]. The above-enumerated
virtues and the change-over from discrete FOSs of physical
quantities to extended distributed FOSs, which have begun to
show in recent years, have made it possible to commence the
development of distributed fiber measuring networks
(DFMNs) and `sensitive surfaces' capable of reconstructing
the spatial parameter distributions of the physical fields (PFs)
under investigation [3].

The transfer to higher-dimension DFMNs, the develop-
ment and improvement of the processing methods of data
arrays at theDFMNoutput, involving the use of new physical
phenomena and the application of modern neural network
technologies of signal processing, open up broad opportu-
nities for endowing IMSs with such new properties as the
ability to learn and adapt [4, 5]. This is an important step on
the road to the production of practical distributed IMSs
intended for the investigation of PFs and the monitoring of
the state of technical and technological objects.

The aim of our report is to consider the approaches to the
solution of the development problem of adaptive distributed
optoelectronic IMSs as one of the promising lines of modern
physical instrument making.

2. Tomographic DFMNs for reconstructing
the distributions of scalar and vector physical fields
The traditional approach to the reconstruction problem of
multidimensional physical-field distribution functions
through the use of DFMNs consisting of a set of `point'
FOSs, wherein measurements correlate with a definite
discrete set of points in space, does not always meet with
success owing to the technical difficulties arising in the
multiplexing/demultiplexing of the signals received from a
large number of `point' FOSs. This does not permit us to
attain a high spatial resolution and a fast response [1, 3].
Unifying `point' FOSs sequentially in an extended optical
fiber measuring line (OFML) or employing distributed FOSs
makes it possible to obtain an integral phase or amplitude
signal of the action of an external PF on the FOSs along the
OF laying path [3, 6].

In the general case, the integral signal of PF action on the
OFML can be represented as [7 ± 16]

g�p;f� �
�
L�p;f�

h�x; y;f� dL ; �2:1�

where h�x; y;f� is the function of OFML responsivity to the
PF action:

h�x; y;f� � q f �x; y� for a scalar PF ;

qF̂
�
A�x; y�;m�x; y;f�� for a vector PF ;

�
where f �x; y� is the spatial distribution function for the PF
parameter being recorded,A�x; y� is the intensity vector of the
field under investigation,m is the unit vector of the tangent �e�
or normal �n� to the OFML laying contour, F̂ � : : � is an
operator, x; y are the Cartesian coordinates in the detection
plane �S�, q is a constant coefficient which defines the
responsivity per unit OFML length to the PF parameter to
be measured, L is the coordinate along the OFML laying
contour, and �p;f� are the polar coordinates defining the
OFML contour position in the detection plane (see Fig. 1a).

The signals described by expression (2.1) bear the indirect
information on the PF parameters distribution function.
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Special-purpose mathematical techniques are therefore
required for its reconstruction. For a scalar PF, such
methods are based on the tomography theory [17]. Accord-
ing to this theory, to solve the problem of f �x; y�-function
reconstruction requires obtaining a set of integral images
g�p;f� for different polar coordinates �p;f�. This set of
images will constitute a direct Radon transform of the
sought-for f �x; y� function; its reconstruction necessitates
applying the procedure of inverse Radon transform to the
data set obtained [17, 18].

For a vector PF, the problem of reconstructing the
parameters distribution A�x; y� has no direct solution by
tomographic techniques. That is why for each kind of
h�x; y;f� dependence one has to apply a measurement data
processing technique on its own.

The existing algorithms of computerized tomography
permit a rather exact reconstruction of original scalar PF
functions only when the sampling frequency in each of the
parameters p and f of the Radon transform (2.1) is high
enough. In our case, the requisite sampling can be obtained by
covering the plane S with a distributed fiber measuring
network composed of OFMLs laid at certain intervals along
the radial and angular coordinates [7 ± 10]. One of the virtues
of this approach lies in the possibility of obtaining the real-
time scanning results. The requisite periodicity of readings in
the polar angle and the polar radius in the DFMN is defined
by the following expressions [17]

Df � p
DOmax

; Dp � p
Omax

; �2:2�

where D is the characteristic transverse dimension of the
domain S, and Omax is the maximum spatial frequency of
physical field variations.

Since the construction of an OFML-network-based
IMS involves a limitation of the number of integral
readings (2.1), this leads to incorrectness of the solution
of the inverse problem of PF reconstruction [9, 10].
Therefore, for the most trustworthy reconstruction of the
original from an incomplete set of integral data, the
computational reconstruction algorithm should be supple-
mented with the rule for evaluating the originals of
functions to be reconstructed with the aid of dependences
having the minimal norm of departure from its average
value in the S domain [8, 10]. And the DFMN itself should
meet the requirement that its characteristic spatial fre-
quency determined from the expression Oc �

������������
6K=S

p
(where K is the number of OFMLs appearing in the
network) be greater than the frequency Omax [8, 10]. The
combined action of the above requirements is illustrated by
the calculated and experimental dependences of PF
reconstruction quality parameters on the Oc-to-Omax fre-
quency ratio (see Fig. 1b) [9].

To illustrate the use of a DFMN for reconstructing scalar
PF distributions, Figs 1c and 1d show experimental and
calculated findings obtained in the reconstruction of the
intensity distribution of transverse wall vibrations of metal
reservoirs for different filling levels of liquid [8, 9].

When the action of a vector PF on the output OFML
signal is proportional to the projection of A�x; y� onto the
direction of the unit vector e tangent to the OFML axis,
expression (2.1) can be represented as [13, 16]

g�p;f� �
�
�L�

A�L�e dL � C�p;f� sinfÿ B�p;f� cosf ;
�2:3�
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Figure 1.Reconstruction of physical field distributions with the use of a DFMN: (a) OFML arrangement in the domain of PF realization; (b) calculated

(1, 3) and experimental (2, 4) dependences of the correlation coefficient r (1, 2) and the root-mean-square error s (3, 4) for the initial and reconstructed PF
distribution functions, and (c, d) calculated (top) and experimental (bottom) intensity distributions of transverse wall vibrations of empty and half-filled

metal vessels, respectively.
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where

C�p;f� �
�
�L�

AX�x; y� dL ; B�p;f� �
�
�L�

AY�x; y� dL

are the coefficients which carry information on the Radon
transform of the projections of the field intensityA�x; y� onto
the Cartesian axes X and Y, respectively. To separate the
contributions from the quantitiesC andB to the total integral
signal it is expedient to take advantage of a combined DFMN
with additional OFMLs laid similarly to the initial ones, but
sensitive to the projection of the field intensity vector A�x; y�
onto the vector of the normal �n� to the OFML axis. The
integral signal at the output of these additional OFMLs can
be described by the expression

g1�p;f� �
�
�L�

A�L�n dL � C�p;f� cosf� B�p;f� sinf :
�2:4�

The combined solution of Eqns (2.3) and (2.4) gives C �
g sinf� g1 cosf and B � ÿg cosf� g1 sinf. (We note that
the contributions of the quantities C and B are also separated
when employing an additional curvilinear OFML unevenly
responsive across the length [13, 16].) In this way the
reconstruction problem for the distribution of the Cartesian
components of the intensity of a vector PF reduces to the
above-considered tomographic problem of reconstruction of
a scalar quantity distribution function from the known
integral images.

According to Eqns (2.3) and (2.4), employing OFMLs of
only one type in a DFMN, for instance, those sensitive to the
vector projection onto the OF axis, makes it possible to
reconstruct only the eddy constituent of the vector PF [14 ±
16]. And employing a DFMN on the base of the OFMLs
sensitive to only the vector projection onto the normal to the
OF axis permits the reconstruction of only the potential
component of the vector PF [14 ± 16]. The operating capacity
of such DFMNs was experimentally borne out by the
example of reconstruction of an electrostatic field distribu-
tion in Ref. [12].

In each specific case of investigation of a vector PF, the
choice of ML laying trajectory in a DFMN depends on the
type of OFMLs being used. For instance, in the problems on
the reconstruction of longitudinal displacement field distribu-
tions advantage should be taken of the OFMLs wherein the
action of the vector field on the OF is proportional to the
fiber-tangential derivative of the longitudinal component of
the vector A: qAL=qL. (Such OFMLs can be made, for
instance, on the base of extended fiber interferometers [14 ±
16].) In this case, it is expedient to lay the OFMLs in a
polygonal trajectory composed of similar rectangular steps
(L2 in Fig. 1a). For these OFMLs, the magnitude of the
integral signal (2.1) is defined by the expression

g�p;f� �
�
�L2�

dL2

�
q�A � e�
qL2

�
�

���
2
p �

�L̂�

�
qAx

qx
� qAy

qy

�
dL̂

�
���
2
p �

�L̂�
divA�x; y� dL̂ : �2:5�

A new path of integration L̂ was introduced in expression
(2.5) Ð a straight line oriented along the stepwise contour
(Fig. 1a). It is evident that expression (2.5) constitutes an

element of the Radon transform of the function divA�x; y�
for given values of the polar coordinates �p;f�. Hence, by
employing a DFMN consisting of stepwise OFMLs it is
possible to solve the problem of tomographic reconstruction
of the divA�x; y� distribution, i.e., to reconstruct the potential
component of the vector field.

At the same time, reconstructing the distribution of the
eddy constituent of a vector PF requires using stepwise
OFMLs whose signal is formed under the action of the
derivative of the PF-vector transverse component in the
direction of the tangent to the OF: qAn=qL. In this case, the
execution of the inverse Radon transformation will result in
the reconstruction of k � rotA�x; y�-function distribution
which describes the eddy nature of the PF [14, 15]; here k is
the normal to the plane �x; y�.

In the study of longitudinal deformations of elastic
surfaces in Refs [14 ± 16], a DFMN made of stepwise
interferometric OFMLs was rigidly attached to the surface
under investigation. Figure 2a displays the lines of the
displacement field being studied, and Fig. 2b shows the result
of its reconstruction from the signals of the measuring
network (the correlation coefficient between the distribu-
tions given is equal to 0.95).

The action of a vector PF on an OFML can also be
proportional to the square of the projection of the A�x; y�-
vector longitudinal component onto the direction tangential
to the OF: �AL�2. A problem of this type arises, for instance,
when the gradient of the transverse displacement field of
elastic surfaces acts on an interference-type OFML [13 ± 16].
When the OFML is laid along the L2 trajectory (see Fig. 1a),
the signal obtained at its output takes the form

g�p;f� � 0:5

�
�L2�

ÿ
A�x; y� � e�2 dL2 �

�
�L̂�

��A�x; y���2 dL̂ : �2:6�
In this way by performing the inverse Radon transform

for the data array obtained by a DFMN, it is possible to

a b

c d

Figure 2. Tomographic reconstruction of the parameter distributions of

vector PFs using a DFMN: (a) calculated distribution of the potential

component of the longitudinal deformation field of a plane object;

(b) distribution of the potential component of the longitudinal deforma-

tion field of a plane object, reconstructed from DFMN signals;

(c) calculated distribution of the modulus squared of the gradient vector

of an elastic-plate transverse displacement field, and (d) distribution of the

modulus squared of the gradient of an elastic-plate transverse displace-

ment field, reconstructed from DFMN signals.
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reconstruct the distribution function of the PF intensity
vector modulus squared. This conclusion was experimentally
verified in Refs [13 ± 16]. The calculated and experimentally
reconstructed distributions of the modulus squared of the
gradient vector of a thin-elastic-plate transverse deformation
are shown for comparison in Figs 2c and 2d.

3. Extended OFMLs on the base of single-strand
multimode interferometers and methods
of adaptive spatial filtering
The development of DFMNs for tomographic IMSs designed
for monitoring the PF parameter distributions involves the
solution of one of the key problems: the production of
extended OFMLs. Such OFMLs can be made on the base of
practically any distributed or quasi-distributed physical-
quantity FOSs whose description and classification are
given elsewhere [3]. At the same time, the studies reported in
Refs [7 ± 9, 13 ± 16] showed that FOSs made on the base of
single-fiber multimode interferometers (SMIs) are best suited
for the production of OFMLs in tomographic fiber measur-
ing networks (FMNs). In an SMI, to measure the magnitude
of PF action advantage is taken of the result of intermodal
interference of the modes guided through a common multi-
mode OF. SMI-based OFMLs possess a high responsivity,
are capable of guiding high-power radiation, and do not
necessitate the employment of a reference arm, which
advantageously distinguishes them from other types of
interferometric measuring devices.

The radiation at the SMI output is a complex (speckled)
optical signal which results from the interference of a large
number of guided modes with different phase velocities. The
action on the SMI is responsible for additional phase shifts
between the OF modes, manifesting itself in the correlated
spatial restructuring of the speckled pattern [19]. This allowed
us to propose the correlation methods of spatial filtering for
the processing of the radiation from the SMI. These methods
involve the use of amplitude and holographic spatial filters,
the signal power at their output being represented as [20 ± 22]

Pout�t� �
��

S

I�x; y; t�TÿI0�x; y; 0�� dx dy ; �3:1�

where I0�x; y; 0� and I�x; y; t� are the radiation intensity
distributions in the plane of the spatial filter at the stages of
filter recording and processing the SMI signals, respectively,
T�I0�x; y; 0�� is the transmission function of the spatial filter,
S is the filter area, and t is the time.

The investigation of mode phase modulation in multi-
mode OFs and the correlation processing of the radiation
from SMIs revealed that the correlation signal power for both
types of spatial filters is the function of maximal additional
phase difference DFmax�t� between the guided modes in the
SMI [21, 22]:

Pout�t� / sin c 2
�
DFmax�t�

2

�
: �3:2�

That is why the metrological characteristics of SMI-based
OFMLs are defined by the numerical aperture, the length,
and thematerial of the OFs in use. As a consequence, the SMI
sensitivity threshold with respect, for instance, to the relative
OF deformation may vary in the range from 10ÿ10 to 10ÿ5,
and the dynamic range of measurements in the static mode
may amount to 30 ± 40 dB [3].

Like for all types of optical fiber interferometers, the
problem of low-frequency interference signal fading caused
by random uncontrollable actions like temperature drift,
technological vibrations, random mechanical actions, the
drift of laser frequency, etc. is topical for SMI-based
OFMLs [3]. To produce practical FMN systems intended
for long-term PF monitoring, original adaptive techniques of
processing and stabilizing the operational characteristics of
extended OFMLs were therefore developed, which relied on
the methods of adaptive spatial filtering (ASF) of the
radiation field from the SMIs [23 ± 25, 37].

An efficient approach to the realization of the ASF
method involves the employment of the effects of nonlinear
optical interaction of the light waves in photorefractive
crystals (PRCs), for instance, in Bi12TiO20. Exposing these
crystals to radiation with a nonuniform intensity distribution
produces a spatially nonuniform distribution of electric
charge inside of them. This is responsible for changes in the
refractive index of the PRC material, which are proportional
to radiation intensity gradients [26 ± 28]. Its consequence is
the enhancement of the effects of self-diffraction of a light
wave (the fanning effect) [28 ± 30] and the polarization self-
modulation of radiation [31, 32].

When the radiation from the SMI enters the PRC, it is
scattered by the inhomogeneities of the crystal. The fields of
interference of the scattered waves with the principal wave
produce chaotically oriented volume dynamic diffraction
gratings in the PRC. Selecting specific crystal dimensions
and orientation, the angle of radiation input to the PRC, and
the state of radiation polarization, amplification of the
scattered waves occurs at these dynamic diffraction gratings
(the fanning effect). The efficiency of principal wave conver-
sion to the fanning waves may be as high as 90% [33]. The
spatial ± angular selectivity of such a set of dynamic gratings
(for a crystal length of 10mm)may be as strong as� 10ÿ4 rad,
making them extremely sensitive to variations of intensity
distribution in the field of radiation from the SMI.

As shown in Ref. [23], the fanning wave produced by the
SMI radiation at the PRC output is the correlation signal
whose power is proportional to the correlation function of the
distributions of the field complex amplitudes for the output
SMI radiation prior to �U1�x; y; 0�� and after �U2�x; y; t�� the
PF action on the SMI:

Pout�t� / Re

��
S

U �2 �x; y; t�U1�x; y; 0� dx dy : �3:3�

This furnished a way of producing efficient spatial filters for
the realization of the ASF method, when processing the SMI
signals. The scattered-wave competition observed in the PRC
leads to the production of a stationary set of volume dynamic
diffraction gratings with a correlation-filter recording time
constant tR. That is why any fast variations �t < tR� of the
SMI radiation field at the PRC input will have no effect on the
state of the spatial filter, which will result in themodulation of
the output signal Pout�t� in accordance with expression (3.3).
When the variations are slow �t > tR� or infrequent, the old
correlation field will be deleted and a new one will be
produced to correspond to the modified radiation intensity
distribution at the PRC input. In this case, the output signal
Pout�t� would remain unchanged.

The results of experimental investigations into the ASF
method of SMI signals processing [23, 24] outlined above
have demonstrated not only its high efficiency, but also the
long-term stability of its operational characteristics (more
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than 8 h), as well as the possibility of processing signals with
frequencies above 0.1 MHz.

The effect of polarization self-modulation consists in the
variation of the state of polarization of the radiation (with a
nonuniform intensity distribution) propagating through the
PRC, which is a consequence of radiation-induced time-
dependent nonuniform distribution of the refractive index in
the crystal [26, 31, 32]. The occurrence of anisotropy of PRC
optical properties manifests itself in that the radiation
transmitted through the crystal varies in intensity at the
output of an analyzer placed behind it [34, 35]. The
transmission function of the `PRC± analyzer' pair can be
represented as [26]

TPSM�x; y� � cos2
ÿ
a
�
EA � ESC�x; y�

��
; �3:4�

where a is a constant which takes into account the crystal and
radiation properties,EA is the intensity of the external electric
field, andESC�x; y� is the intensity of the internal electric field,
which depends on the SMI-radiation field intensity gradient
in the PRC.

The series of investigations carried out in Ref. [25]
revealed that the `polarizer ± PRC± analyzer' combination
placed at the SMI output is capable of fulfilling the function
of an amplitude spatial filter in accordance with expression
(3.1) and ensuring its ability to adapt for uncontrollable
actions, thereby realizing the method of ASF-processing of
SMI signals.

In Ref. [36], an investigation was made into the mutual
influence of the radiation fields from different SMIs, which
overlap in the PRC volume. The optical field overlapping was
found to lower the intensity of correlation signals and to have
no effect on their information constituent, which opens the
door to the development of multichannel systems for signal
processing by the ASF method.

In paper [37], an investigation was reported of the
feasibility of realizing the ASF method on the basis of an
analog electronic device which consisted of a photodiode
array spatially matched with the speckled pattern of the SMI
radiation field and a multichannel electric-signal processing
unit efficient in the processing of signals of an OFML built
around OFs of few modes.

4. Neural network techniques of signal processing
in distributed optical fiber IMSs
The development of DFMN-based IMSs of large dimensions
or a high resolving power is inextricably entwined with the
solution of several problems: the real-time processing of large
information flows; the recognition and classification of
reconstructed PF patterns; the adaptation of the measuring
system to the operating conditions and the specific problem,
etc. This was the motivation for employing neural network
computational methods of tomographic data processing in
distributed IMSs, which implies the most radical solution to
the above problems [3, 38 ± 44]. As shown in Refs [38, 45], it is
expedient to employ in the distributed IMSs the perceptron-
type multilayer neural networks (NNs) owing to the con-
venient DFMN-matching interface and the feasibility of a
purely optoelectronic realization.

To accomplish the tomographic PF parameter distribu-
tion reconstruction from the data array obtained from the
DFMN, the perceptron should perform the following
functional transformation

Y � F �X� ; �4:1�

where F �. . .� is the functional of the inverse Radon trans-
form, X � �x1; x2; . . . ; xN� is the input neural-network data
vector composed of the magnitudes of the signals at the
output of every OFMN in the DFMN, and
Y � �y1; y2; . . . ; yM� is the output data vector composed of
the array of reconstructed PF parameter values.

The functional F �. . .� in expression (4.1) is defined by the
matrices of the coupling coefficients between the neurons of
input, output, and internal NN layers [45, 46]. For instance,
the components of the output vector for a three-layer NN are
defined as

yi �
X
j

oi j sj �
X
j

oi j f

�X
l

wj l xl

�
; �4:2�

where oi j and wj l are the corresponding coupling matrix
coefficients between the NN layers, i � �1; . . . ;N�,
j � �1; . . . ;M�, N is the number of OFMLs in the DFMN
(the number of input neurons), M is the number of PF
reconstruction points (the number of output neurons), l is
the number of neurons in the intermediate layer, which
depends on the requisite reconstruction quality of PF
parameter values, and f �. . .� is the transfer function.

The reconstruction accuracy of the PF distribution is
determined by the quality of NN learning, i.e., the choice of
the values of coupling matrix elements and the form of
transfer functions [46]. To learn, use is made of a learning
page which consists of input and output vector pairs
�X;Y 0�m, where m is the pair number. During learning they
endeavor to minimize the quadratic error mismatch between
the requisite and reconstructed PF distributions given in the
learning page [38 ± 44].
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Figure 3.Experimentally reconstructed spatial distribution of the action of

gravity on a DFMN, obtained with the use of an optoelectronic NN:

(a) contour diagram of the isolevels of a gravitational field, and (b) spatial

distribution of gravity.
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The results obtained in Ref. [42] demonstrated that
employing NNs makes it possible to extend the capabilities
of distributed IMSs because of using the entire transfer
OFML characteristic, and not just its linear portion. This is
achieved through the optimal combination of the conjugate-
gradient, gradient descent, and thermal annealing methods in
the course of perceptron learning [42 ± 44] and the use of the
transfer function of the form f �. . .� � tanh �. . .�.

The elaborated notions of NN structure and learning
methods were realized in Refs [41, 43] in the development of
an optoelectronic NN with a holographic coupling matrix,
which enables a real-time reconstruction of the PF parameter
distribution in the IMS with an accuracy of 6 to 20%, whose
operation is illustrated in Fig. 3.

5. Conclusions
The aim of this report was to outline the results that have led
to advances in a new area of physical instrument making,
which emerged at the interface between several modern fields
of knowledge, namely, laser physics, optoelectronics, and
artificial intelligence. The emergence of this area is associated
with an impetuous introduction into practice of processes and
objects which should be monitored and controlled in real
time. These problems bring to the fore the necessity to
develop high-precision, high-reliable, and fast-response
measuring devices with a capacity to adapt to specific
conditions of their operating, learning, and solving problems
when the data obtained are deficient, and which also have the
capacity for pattern recognition and situation prediction. In
the future, the problems of development of the physical
principles and production technologies of adaptive optoelec-
tronic IMSs should therefore become central to their practical
application.
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Laser electron-beam X-ray source
for medical applications

E G Bessonov, A V Vinogradov, M V Gorbunkov,
A G Tur'yanski|̄, R M Feshchenko, Yu V Shabalin

1. Introduction
At present, a rich variety of diagnostic procedures and
interventions in cardiology, neurosurgery, etc. are performed
with X-ray monitoring. In so doing, X-ray tubes remain the
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